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LE COIN DU LABORATOIRE

A PULSATING WATER TUNNEL FOR' RESEARCH IN REVER'SING FLOW
SV H. R. A. DEDOW *

Description of tunnel

Introduction
A research facility consisting of a large pulsating
water tunnel which permits the study of phenomena
in controlled reversing 11uws has heen designed and
constructed at the Hvdraulics Hesearch Station of
the Ministry of 'i'echnology at \Vallingford,
England. The tunnel was required in the first instance to assess at full scale the lift and drag forces
acting on a pipeline at the sea bed. Because this
investigation was urgently requested hy B.P. Trading Ltd., the tunnel had to be designed and constructed in only a few lnonths using materials and
techniques availahle at short notice.
Oscillatory flows with a peak discharge up to
75 l'Pis at a velocity of () ft/s can he reproduced in
the test section, and a continuous uni-directional
110w up to 25 l'Pis at a velocity of 2 ft/s can be
superimposed on the pulsating 11ow. The period of
pulsation may he varied, and for the pipeline experinlents has been set at 8 s.

• Principal Scientific Officer, Hydraulics HeseaJ'ch Station,
\\Tallingford.

The tunnel, which is il1ustrated hy Figures 1, 2
and il, is eonstructed l'rom welded steel frames and
aluminium al!oy cladding in the form of .a closed
horizontal loop. The dimensions of the straight test
section are 20 inches wide by 7,5 ft high hy 30 ft
long. The mean radius of the bends is 4 ft, and the
piston ehamber is ().25 ft high by ().25 ft wide. The
piston has a maximum \vorking stroke of 5 ft which
produees a displaeement of water in the test section
of 15!! ft.
The piston is construeted l'rom aluminium alloy
channel and plate in the form of a 11at box with
().2:3 ft sides and 1 ft thick. The internaI cavity
con tains intlated rubber tubes which reduce the submerged weight to zero. Higidly aHached to the
piston are two stainless steel guide rods which slide
in four guide bearings. A nominal clearance of
0.25 inches exists between the piston and the walls,
11001' and roof of the piston chamber. This clearance
eliminates expensive construction and machining of
the chamber and piston, and reduces the required
aecuracy in alignment of the guide bearings, piston
and chamher.
A centrifugaI pump with
a capacity of 25 l'Vis is
connected across the piston
chamher, and permits a
continuous 110w of water
to he circulated around the
tunnel loop.

Control equipment
The piston is driven by
a pO'Yver l'am whose lnovement is regulated hy a
elosed loop electronic and
hydrau lic po si tion-control
system.
This equipment
was designed and construeted to the required
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specification by Keelavite Hydraulics Ltd., of Coventry, England, and has functioned very satisfactorily.
The basic elements of the control system are shown
in Figure 4 and follow the genel~al practice of a
power l'am system. The tacho-generator feedback

through the high-pass filter provides damping of
resonances in the main control loop aI'ising l'rom the
high inertia of the water in the tunnel. The basic
hydraulic circuit is shown in Figure 5 and illustrated by Figure 6.
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Limitation of internaI pressures
The mass of the water ,vhen referred to the piston
is 230 tons. Because the structural design of the
tunnel was restricted hy material availahility, cost
and the limited time availahle for design and construction, it was essential that thc hasic conception
of the tunnel and the hvdraulic and electronic
control system should inch;de precautions and protective devices to prevent the huild up of destructive
internaI pressures due to excessive acceleration or
retardation of the water. Such pressures could he
created hy failure of the electrical power supply
at a time of high velocity, or failure of the electronic or hydraulic servo-control causing the piston
to 'l'un away'.
A relief valve connected across the ports of the
power l'am limits the oil pressure so that the maxinmm force availahle at the l'am is restricted to 12.5
tons. AIso, the supply of oil to the l'am ports passes
through a solenoid-operated directional locking
valve. vVhen energised, this valve permits the oil to
ilow l'rom the servo-operated variahle delivery
pump to the l'am in the normal operating manner.
vVhen de-energised, the valve isolates the pump
l'rom the l'am and hlocks the pipes connected to the
ranl ports. These ports, however, remain connected to each other through the pressure limiting
relief valve. Thus, failure of the electrical power
supply de-energises the locking valve so that the
energy stored in the water within the tunnel is dissipated in the relief valve by back-driving the piston
and l'am, and the \vater is brought to l'est h.v a
retardation force restricted to the same value as
the maximum pennitted acceleration force during
normal operation.
Failure in some part of the servo-system could
cause the l'am and piston to move out of control, so
producing destructive conditions. Such conditions
are prevented hy four restrictions. The first of
these is the relief valve across the l'am ports which
limits the maximum acceleration force. The second
is in the l'orIn of a safety circuit connected to the
feedhack tacho-generator which de-energises the
locking valve if the l'am velocity exceeds the maximum designed value. Finally, mechanical limit
switches de-energise the loclüng valve if the l'am
passes outside its normal working stroke, and these
switches are backed-up by electronic limit switches
in the safety circuit.
Although the various safety devices restrict the
maximum acceleration and retardation forces,
maximum velocity and maximum stroke of the raIn
and piston, nevertheless the piston could reach the
end of its normal working stroke with lnaximum
velocity and the suhsequent retardation to l'est
involves an appreciahle additional travelo
Il is
necessary not only to permit this additional travel,

hut also to restrict it to a reasonahle value. Thus the
total possihle stroke of the piston and l'am is designed to he 7 ft, allowing 1 ft of over-run at each
end. 1'0 ensure that the piston COInes to l'est within
this over-run it is arranged to pass out of the piston
chamher at the end of the normal working stroke
of 5 ft, so opening an increasing annulus through
which the water passes to circulate around the
tunnel.

Use and instrumentation
The first experiments using the tunnel have heen
concerned with measuring the lift and drag forces
on suhmerged pipelines. Pipes up to 30 inches diameter with various degrees of roughness and bed
clearance have heen tested. For these experiments
the input signal to the control system has heen in
the form of a sinusoid with a period of 8 seconds
and provision for including up to 40 % of second harmonic. The test pipes were suspended l'rom the side
walls of the tunnel hy internaI cantilevers, and the
lift and drag forces were measured using strain
gauges.
Velocity profiles above the pipe and
upstream and downstream of the pipe were measured using miniature current meters, and all measurements, including l'am position, were recorded
simultaneously on a multi-channel ultra-violet
recorder.
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Summary of tunnel characteristics
Dimensions of piston .....
Maximum stroke of piston
.
Dimensions of test section
.
Maximum displacement in
test section. . .
.
Peak pulsating discharge.
Peak pulsating velocity in
test section. .
.
lVlaxinlUm steady dischar-

ge

.

Maximum steady velo city
in test section
.
Mass of water referred to
piston
.
Maximum acceleration force
.

X

(il/.

(il;}

ft (1.9 X 1.9

Ill)

5 ft (1.524m)
1% X 7% X 30 ft
(0.50S X 2.28G X 9.144 m)
15l/~

ft (4.724 m)

75 W/s (2.123 mals)
(i

ftls (1.83 mis)

25 ft:l/s (O. 70S m:'/s)
2 ftls (0.G1m/s)
230

tons (233,700 kg)

12,5 tons (12,700 kg)
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